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"Comparative analysis of K-Nearest-Neighbor Method and K-means clustering analysis for lithological interpretation of Well Logs of Shushufindi 
Oilfield/Ecuador" 
 
Abstract 

The interpretation of lithology from geophysics log is possible applying the machine learning algorithms with purpose of help in reservoir modelling 
process. For the present investigation, interpretation and prediction of lithology type applying Nearest-Neighbor Density Estimate (KNN) and K-means 
clustering method is carried on for 7 wells logging data sets of the Shushufindi Oil field of Ecuador. 

With assistance of MATLAB, lithological interpretation is completed for the wells SF_124D, SF_130, SF_184, SF_224, SF_225, SF_226, and SF_267. 
The croosploting of Neutron porosity vs. Density log for lithological interpretation is a well-known and extended tool that in this research will be used as 
comparison parameter between the selected methods. As well as on KNN and K-means methods the logs used were gamma ray, photoelectric, self-
potential, and deep resistivity, It was because their geophysics correlation with the lithological type determination. The wells were drilled and registered 
from sedimentary environment dominated by sandstone, limestone and shale, where is made the interpretation for five different kinds of rocks present in 
the reservoir. 
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The prediction is optimistic for the supervised method; however, it can be upgraded for the unsupervised one if it is applied with more logs, and in 
hierarchical way. Furthermore, the error can be reduced if the data are upscaling, because at the current vertical definition the discrepancy between the 
methods and the parametric interpretation is high. 
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